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Abstract

The competence of leveraging Building Information Modeling (BIM) technology in the early project stages is critical to drive its efficacy throughout the project life cycle. However, a review of the literature indicates a lack of research into upskilling undergraduate students in civil engineering and construction management (CECM) majors, particularly with respect to such competencies as using BIM in design, planning, processing, managing, and communicating complex projects. To better facilitate the skills for undergraduate students, this study formulates an innovative framework using Kolb’s experiential learning (EL) with tailored BIM capstone course activities for project planning and implementations. This framework includes concrete experience, reflective observation, abstract conceptualization, and active experimentation. It provides the necessary integration of EL, BIM Planning Guide, and pedagogies of capstone courses. It helps instructors to monitor and control
learning activities based on the BIM Planning Guide and test hypotheses through experiments. The framework includes features of group work involvement, connection with practical information, and student-centered learning. Subsequent surveys of students and teachers provide further evidence of the framework merits, specifically in terms of the improved formation of student cognition of BIM-based project planning (90% improvement), in addition to enhanced capabilities in process mapping (70% improvement), software operation (80% improvement), and information exchange (100% improvement). The proposed framework sets an innovative pedagogical rationale for university-based BIM education to refer to and upskills undergraduate students when expanding their capabilities in information and communication technology in the context of EL.
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Introduction
The global higher education industry has started an active investigation into educational reforms (Henderson and Trede 2017; Michelsen et al. 2017; Nabi et al. 2017), including the efforts to cultivate qualified BIM practitioners and popularize BIM workflows. As part of the reform, there have been a variety of new pedagogical models and BIM programs at universities (Jingxiao Zhang 2017; Solnosky et al. 2015; Solnosky et al. 2014), such as single curriculum models, cross-curriculum models, graduation design models, and BIM capstone course models. The integration of BIM education into tertiary education systems has increased the demand for students to acquire essential skill sets such as BIM modeling, visualization, and synergized design, construction and operation activities. Introducing civil engineering and construction management (CECM) students to modern BIM software systems, platforms, and related processes will allow them to be more competitive and flexible in a rapidly changing information technology (IT) environment (Chegu Badrinath et al. 2016; Ghosh et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2016). Furthermore, visualization can enhance communication among architecture, engineering, and construction (AEC) industry stakeholders, and result in a better understanding of project intentions. The design, construction, and operation synergies can also improve the efficiency of information exchange and assist CECM students in solving 3-dimensional (3D) geometric, 4-dimensional (4D) scheduling, 5-dimensional (5D) cost-associated and even n-dimensional (nD) tasks (Fridrich and Kubecka 2014). In principle, CECM students with BIM expertise are already in high demand in the AEC industries, and the realization of these BIM education initiatives requires these students to enter their respective industries with hands-on experience. Hence the integration of experiential learning (EL) in pedagogies of BIM classes can help prepare students and better respond to industry needs.

This research focuses on the model designated to help learners acquire practice-oriented knowledge and skills to accommodate industry needs and address practical problems directly (Pikas et al. 2013). This model aligns well with the concept of EL that has been largely promoted in higher education in recent years (Gnaur et al. 2015; Simelane-Mnisi and Mji 2015; Wu and Hyatt 2016). Currently, there is a need for pedagogical designs of EL through hands-on experience. The
learning environment should be supportive in applying student knowledge and conceptual understanding to real-world problems or authentic situations that students are expected to deal with in CECM programs. Although pedagogical practices in higher education started the adoption integrated EL and capstone courses, CECM education is still struggling to contextualize an essential syllabus to develop students’ competencies in BIM hands-on skills that specifically range across the design, planning, construction, and facilities management stages. In response, this study addresses the question of how to integrate actual site experiences and project information of a real-world project into a CECM capstone course to enhance students’ BIM Project Planning competencies. There are two associated challenges with this question. First, the AEC industry is organized into professional branches which do not broadly collaborate enough to obtain such goals as streamlined workflows and improved efficiencies (Giel and Issa 2016). Current AEC industries may not perceive BIM-centered tertiary education as an integrated and collaborative venture reflecting actual practices. Second, educational organizations need exemplified BIM-related paradigms to ensure the knowledge transferred from the tailored BIM syllabus could address a vast variety of empirical and practical real-world project management challenges. BIM programs are structured in a multitude of ways (Ahn et al. 2013; Andersson and Halmstad 2013; Clevenger et al. 2015; Ilozor and Kelly 2012; Zhang et al. 2016). However, the majority focuses on delivering BIM software skills. To face these challenges, educators should seek ways to accommodate existing experiences, project planning skills, and student competencies in BIM courses.

Only limited research uses experience to guide the appropriate use of BIM in a project (e.g., design authoring, design review, and 3D coordination), along with a detailed design and documentation of the process for executing BIM throughout a facility's lifecycle. To implement BIM successfully, a project team needs to perform detailed and comprehensive planning. The planning strategies and site experiences help students to improve competencies and become aware of the opportunities and responsibilities associated with the incorporation of BIM into a well-documented project workflow. Further, it supports students to follow the explicit guidelines for BIM implementation in a project (e.g., design authoring, design review, and 3D coordination), along with detailed design and documentation processes for executing BIM throughout a facility’s lifecycle. Thus, for CECM education, carrying out the
integration of experiential learning and BIM project execution planning provides a suitable way to solve the integration problem of fragmented curricula and knowledge modules in project design, construction, and operation.

To answer the research question, this paper builds an integrated framework using Kolb’s EL theory in a BIM capstone course in CECM education. Through the case study of implementing the pedagogical framework, the paper explores how to use existing experience to execute BIM Project Planning, how to achieve BIM uses, and how student competencies can be enhanced by EL. This research the door to highlight the operation process of combining EL and standard curricular instruction. Moreover, it forms a pilot framework for BIM planning and training high-end BIM talents to meet the industry demands. The knowledge contribution of this paper is to use Kolb's EL theory to integrate BIM into a real-life capstone experience.

Literature review

EL Theory

In the EL field, Kolb’s theory is widely used in engineering education (Manolis et al. 2013). For instructors, EL can naturally reflect the characteristics of teachers’ development of self-learning strategies. Following Kolb’s EL theory, teachers can obtain clear operational procedures in curriculum design. Learning from experience can shape future learning and support university-based teachers as educators in enhancing their satisfaction and achievements from working in this stimulating and provocative field of teaching (Le Cornu 2016). Kolb's EL theory includes four phases: Concrete experience (CE), Reflective observation (RO), Abstract conceptualization (AC), and Active experimentation (AE). It emphasizes that learning is a process of transforming experience, and therefore generating knowledge. The model affirms the central role experience plays in the learning process.

In particular, in the field of CECM, site experience and real-world skills play irreplaceable roles in the BIM training of virtual model and information inter-operational learning (Jingxiao Zhang 2017). For example, Gümüşburun used data from the Kolb Learning Style Inventory II (Demir et al. 2018) from four different undergraduate programs to explore the learning styles of Turkish civil engineering students (Ayalp 2015). Brown et al. (2014) developed and implemented a set of active
learning modules (ALMs) using Kolb’s learning cycle as a conceptual framework to
guide and evaluate students to solve specific engineering problems (Brown et al.
2014). Watson et al. (2016) examined the effects of a learning-cycle-based
sustainability module on student conceptual understanding of sustainability at a large,
research-intensive university in southeastern U.S. (Watson et al. 2016). Rojas and
Dossick (2008) introduced an EL model to support active contextual learning, and
presented the "interdisciplinary research model" in the Department of Construction
Management at the University of Washington (Rojas and Dossick 2008). Wallin et al.
(Wallin et al. 2017) explored EL in a discovery-oriented environment and identified
three themes relating to student learning experience.

EL is conducive to transcend learners’ ordinary experiences and limitations. It is a
strong driver to the attainment of not only their own goals, productivity and creativity,
but also their peers (because experience can be shared) (Breunig 2017). EL can also
contribute to the conjunction of the learner’s original knowledge with the specific
learning context, under which the learners’ inner landscape of intuition, emotions, and
spiritual feelings can be aligned with the outer landscape of nature (Stirling et al.
2017). From this perspective, the nature of BIM education aligns well with the
concept of EL, which can emulate a practical working environment on campus and
provide campus-based futuristic workforce training opportunities. A successful
combination of BIM education and EL can further enable student-centered learning
with self-learning, trial-and-error, and peer-to-peer strategies. In the proposed EL
pedagogical framework, potential employers can also rely on universities to cultivate
specific processes and skills related to projects and reduce formal in-house training
needs during the initial adoption of BIM. Educators need to pay attention to the three
themes relating to student learning experience, which are: attainment of learners’
goals, conjunction of knowledge with context, and student-centered learning.

Application BIM Project Execution Planning Guidelines in CECM education

The development of BIM Project Execution Planning Guidelines (PEPG) applications
in CECM lags significantly behind the promotion and widespread application of BIM
in engineering practice. The current demand for talent with experience in BIM PEG
in the AEC industries exceeds by far the output of such talent from post-secondary
education (Ganah and John 2017; Mathews 2013; Thomas et al. 2014; Volk et al.
Previous work has demonstrated that, beyond curricular content, innovative pedagogical approaches are also important for enhancing student learning (Cannon et al. 2016; Carrick and Czekanski 2017; Othman et al. 2017). Because of the lack of exploration in BIM Project Planning education research, educators and students cannot obtain talent-training experience from knowledge sharing between universities. They need practical and documented structures and adjustments in teaching with inputs from industry experts (Hongyuan et al. 2010), who face challenges of being senior BIM engineers. To some degree, a lack of university-based training forms a communication barrier between industry and university. The deficiency also contradicts the current BIM Project Planning university education paradigm (Cannon et al. 2016; Casado et al. 2016; Helmi et al. 2016; Malik et al. 2017; Mora et al. 2017).

Research Methodology

Proposed Integration Framework

Based on the features of comprehensive BIM Project Planning and its lifecycle, we use a BIM capstone course as a foundation to integrate EL with BIM Project Planning on a real-world project. This innovative pedagogy can greatly improve student strategic understanding of BIM Project Planning throughout the lifecycle of a BIM project as well the key roles of process management in BIM project management.

Fig. 1. Proposed Framework of Designing Kolb's EL in a Capstone Course in CECM Education

Fig. 1 shows the integration process involved in the proposed framework. It describes the experience resources that need to be provided to a BIM Project Planning capstone course and ensures the realization of such BIM uses, as well as the created learning environment, expected objectives, and planned learning outcomes. Fig. 1 also illustrates how the stages of the learning cycle match the procedures of the course, and the learning styles and corresponding role responsibilities involved in each stage.
Implementation Process

The research process involved in implementing the framework is used as case study (Yin 2003; Yin 2014). This includes the following intellectual contributions: (a) group learning with a real-world project; (b) following the procedures of the course; (c) implementing the course systematically with self-chosen BIM uses within the capstone course time framework; (d) raising the awareness of the importance of BIM planning; (e) information exchange in the implementation of BIM planning; and (f) team cooperation. The best recommend scenario is when the project is in the early planning stages for BIM implementation, so that project groups can fully discuss and prepare their planning efforts.

For this research, the analysis unit is the BIM Project Planning capstone course, and the embedded unit is the team to finish the course. This structured procedure stimulates planning and directs communication in the project team during the early phases of a project. After obtaining the Institutional Review Board (IRB) authorization for the interviews and surveys that were conducted in this work, the instructor implemented the course with the engagement of interdisciplinary fourth year students from Chang’an University’s School of Civil Engineering majoring in CECM. This was a three-credit course. Students met twice per week. There was no other course introducing BIM or modeling to the students. In spring 2017, the EL framework was not implemented in the course class of 82 students, who were therefore in the Non-EL Group. The students learned in the styles of traditional classroom teaching and learning (Zhang et al. 2017). In spring 2018, the EL framework was implemented to the capstone course class of 82 different students, who belonged to the EL group. The real-world construction project was a kindergarten with one underground and three above ground levels, from Taiyuan in Shanxi province. The building was an irregular shaped, framed structure on a raft foundation. According to the requirements of BIM project planning, there were ten BIM uses through the planning and learning process, and a set of relatively authentic EL models. At the same time, the implementation of BIM project planning should be supported by software infrastructure.

Eight participating students were sampled (denoted as A to G) from both the EL and Non-EL groups. These students had preliminary skills of primary 3D modeling and site layout training from the traditional BIM curriculum. Four of the eight students...
formed a team to identify the roles involved in the course, including a BIM engineer and coordinator. The instructor was the project manager responsible for the overall organization of the course, weekly meetings, scaffolding, explanation of questions, solutions and knowledge in the course Guide. The team needed be formed at the beginning of the project, with students playing the roles of technicians and supervisor engineers as required by the Guide. Based on the student’s career readiness and willingness, the implementation of the Guide was from the contractor’s perspective.

The following items show the process design for using Kolb’s EL cycle to explore this BIM PEP capstone course.

(a) **Analytical:** Based on the site experience, the students identified the BIM uses, and finished the process mapping and information exchange of the course through teamwork.

(b) **Experimental:** The instructor encouraged students to plan for the real project management scenario to gain active and practical insights from their concrete and reflective experiences.

(c) **Heuristic:** The instructor provided the Project Execution Planning Guidelines to the students to enable them gain practice in planning skills.

(d) **Observative:** The instructor provided multiple site visits to students to real-world projects for their concrete and reflective experience of technical and managerial activities involved.

**Evaluation**

A questionnaire was used to investigate the students’ learning, its design being derived from the typical DFS characteristics of each stage in Fig. 1. This comprises the following questions:

For **Concrete Experience**:

CE#1: At my work, I feel I am bursting with energy

CE#2: I find the work I do to be full of meaning and purpose

CE#3: Time flies when I am working

For **Reflective Observation**:

RO#4: I analyze my previous experience using BIM basic principles.

RO#5: I make decisions by interviewing the local contractor and visiting materials and equipment suppliers.
For Abstract Conceptualization:

AC#6: My previous thoughts about project planning have changed through BIM study.
AC#7: My previous views about project planning have changed through BIM study.
AC#8: My previous project planning practices have changed through BIM study.

For Active Experimentation:

AE#9: I apply new ideas, new skills, and new knowledge to practice.
AE#10: I have a new plan for my future CECM studies.

The Concrete Experience questions are from established questionnaires concerning work engagement (Zhang and Gan 2005), while those for the Reflective Observation, Abstract Conceptualization, and Active Experimentation are self-compiled. All are scored on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (fully disagree) to 5 (fully agree).

Empirical Case

Concrete Experience (CE)

Concrete Experience (CE) is mainly from curriculum education, major curriculum’s real-world homework, site-based career readiness and work preparedness. During their junior year, students need to learn BIM concepts, tools, applications, and stakeholder management concepts throughout the construction process (Fig. 1) (Jingxiao Zhang 2017).

Before the beginning of the course, the instructor and students conduct an overview of the building process. At the same time, the students develop a construction scheme and specifications for the learning about a real-world project. One of their important tasks is the inspection of the construction project based on EL objectives. During the site visit, the instructor introduced the design standards and work progress, the rationale for system, and material selection as well as the performance criteria involved. Their direct and comprehensive involvement immediately attracted the students’ attention and became the foundation of their design experience. Some photographs of the site visit are shown in Fig. 2.
**Reflective Observation (RO)**

Without knowing the students’ reflections on their previous experiences, it may be difficult for the instructor to implement a course that students are able to understand and conceptualize a virtual construction model. Reflection is an analytical process when a learner consciously thinks. Firstly, during the site visit, the students were required to combine their own experiences through the visit and put forward at least three design schemes using the basic principle of BIM project planning to understand BIM project planning. Secondly, the students were required to interview the local contractor and visit material and equipment suppliers, to learn to make sound decisions about different modes of information exchange. Thirdly, BIM is intended to provide valuable EL for students to plan and control projects through its powerful 3D representation, 4D simulation, and 5D cost estimation capabilities. For example, the reflective observation of experiences in the design of the execution plan, as well as the procurement of materials and equipment, may help students attain better planning skills or a better price.

**Abstract Conceptualization (AC)**

In this process, students think profoundly about the BIM project execution plan. This could result in learners proposing a new idea, or modify existing concepts to explain their observations (Jingxiao Zhang 2018). Abstract conceptualization in the course requires students to learn from experience, and critically reflect on their knowledge, attitudes, or behaviors. Then, students can improve the knowledge, attitudes and behaviors in a more effective and satisfactory way. In this process, new knowledge can be derived from old knowledge, and new insights can be gained from the theory and practice of the course. When students implement the BIM project planning, they can gradually abstract their experience and conceptualize the curriculum.

Abstract conceptualization in the course enables students to carry out information exchange and determine the necessary infrastructure for BIM implementation. The implementation includes reviewing initial BIM goals and usage to ensure that the project planning is consistent. Students should consider the
requirements for information exchange in the implementation as well. It further identifies the infrastructure needed to support processes and information exchange. The instructor and students should also jointly review the final BIM project implementation plan. This process includes developing weekly meeting plans and making sure the instruction procedure of the course is maintained.

In the process of AC, students gradually understand the strategy and procedure of BIM project implementation planning (e.g., how BIM projects are planned), determine goals, and manage them. At the same time, it is further understood that the formulation and strict implementation of planning in BIM project management are the keys to the success of the BIM project, and the strategy of contrasting conceptual and strategic BIM management processes with the practical skills of applied BIM technology leads to a deeper BIM information exchange. In the case study, however, we found that it is challenging for students to conceptualize these processes in their entirety.

Active Experimentation (AE)

After the CE, RO, and AC steps, students begin the fourth cycle of AE and continue their learning with information from real-world construction site visits.

BIM Use Process Mapping

Following the structured procedure of the course, the team started to map the BIM planning process. Once the plan was created, the research team followed and monitored their progress. Fig. 3 shows the overall schematic planning arrangements.

Fig. 3. Process Mapping of Level 1 for AE in the course

Deliverables of BIM Uses

The well-documented deliverables of BIM uses are intended to ensure that all parties are aware of the opportunities and responsibilities associated with the incorporation of BIM into the project workflow. BIM uses during the building phase include 3D models, cost estimation, maintenance scheduling, 4D models, record models, 3D
control and planning, programming, site utilization planning, energy analysis, light analysis, and collision checking. Figures 4 and 5 show the deliverables’ examples of BIM uses in the course. Active experimentation is expected to corroborate the use of BIM technology and information management in the real-world project.

**Fig. 4.** Site Utilization Planning Deliverables

**Fig. 5.** 3D Model Deliverables

**Table 1.** Checks of the Content and Responsibility Distribution for BIM Use Deliverables

The team members learn from each other by recording the information exchange and file transfer. All team members are responsible for the quality control of their design, their data sets, and model attributes before submitting their deliverables. The file or BIM report can be submitted after confirming the quality checks. The instructor, as the BIM manager, then confirms the quality of the model. At the same time, students have their own scopes of BIM use deliverables, including visual, interference, and standard checks. The specific checks and responsibilities assigned for active experimentation are shown in Table 1.

**Results**

**The Kolb Four-stage Learning Effect**

The questionnaire was distributed to all 82 students, 80 were collected, and 4 were rejected because of no answers, leaving 76 for analysis - a recovery rate of 93%. The descriptive statistics elaborating the Kolb four-stage learning effect of are shown in Table 2. The mean of each stage being higher than 3 indicates the learning effect is good, while the significant downward trend from CE to AE\(^1\) is expected as Kolb is a spiraling learning cycle, in which each stage is a necessary condition for the later stage, with the learning difficulty increasing each time constantly rising.

**Table 2.** Statistical Results of the Kolb Four-stage Learning Effect

\(^{1}\) The probability CE>RO>AC>AE occurring by chance is .25x.33x.5=.042
The Kolb four-stage learning effect is ultimately reflected in the students’ academic attainments, which are assessed on a rising 5-point scale by teachers and industrial professionals from their classroom work. Table 2 shows the correlation between the Academic Attainment Scores and the Kolb four-stage learning outcomes, all of which are significant at the 0.05 level, with the influence of the later stage on academic attainment far exceeding the earlier stages. This is consistent with the variety of the four-stage mean.

Student Responses

Table 3 summarizes the results of the weekly student questionnaire survey of the perceived impact of incorporating the EL cycle on the course. Six questions were used to investigate the learning response with the course proceeding. Generally speaking, with the deepening of the course, students’ attitudes become more positive. Students hold different views at the beginning of the course and the final results are almost converge at the end.

Table 3. Student Weekly Learning Response with their Course Progress

This research combines quantitative and qualitative methods together to investigate the learning outcomes and student opinions, with 70 of the 82 participants providing qualitative data for analysis in the form of comments on the questionnaires and from the interviews. The students agreed that EL was very helpful in the course, the main competencies being that, in addition to acquiring BIM skills such as BIM modeling and synergized design, they learned by working through the processes of using BIM to achieve creativity and self-affirmation and graphical communication. Table 3 indicates the improved formation of student cognition of BIM-based project planning (90% improvement in 8-9 weeks), in addition to enhanced capabilities in process mapping (70% improvement), software operation (80% improvement), and information exchange (100% improvement).

Five themes emerged during the interviews, comprising the need for: (1) a sound plan prepared by instructor; (2) an early capstone course preparation by students; (3) an established implementation plan and labor division at the beginning of the course.
assignment; (4) team members working together and strictly following the established plan; and (5) learning modeling skills as early as possible, as follows.

(1) Instructors should make a sound plan for project guidance. In the BIM project execution phase, the instructors or course designers should understand how students learn the objects of attention, so they can plan the execution accordingly. Students select the most suitable learning styles for themselves based on their own previous experiences. Students can communicate with the instructors about the selection of learning styles, which helps team establishment, role allocation, division of labor, and plan formulation. In the implementation process, students can communicate with the instructors through learning materials in real time, revise and improve the learning experience, and form new knowledge and skills. As participating Student A (PSA) commented,

“The drawings we found at the beginning are a bit complicated for us. They are a bit problematic. It is not feasible to import the drawings directly into the BIM model, so we had to replace them with simple drawings and start modeling again. This not only wasted a lot of time, but also lessened our enthusiasm toward the course. Therefore, the drawings must be correct and should not be too complicated. In the early stage of the implementation of the BIM project, we needed to have more communication with the instructors. The instructors should understand how we learn to follow the BIM project target.”

Similarly, PSB commented that,

“Using the cloud functions after the completion of reinforcement and civil engineering modeling, we can check the rationality of the models. There are hundreds of error messages in the inspection after the initial model is completed. We need to be very patient to correct the errors in this part, especially to correct the errors where the component properties are irrational. It is very possible to gain knowledge from this process. Only the team leader and one member of the team are authorized to access the cloud functions [access to project information] in each group. It would be better if we all
could have access. There are few subjects about building structures in the undergraduate courses and the coverage is narrow. I would like to study more in that area. Also, some missing parts (in the model) cannot be checked automatically. For example, if there are doors and windows on the drawings but missed in the model, the software cannot check them. Therefore, we must be careful with the modeling and not to omit them.”

(2) Students should complete the preparation as soon as possible. After setting up the tasks of the course, they should familiarize themselves with the BIM implementation plan prior to the start of the semester. Meanwhile, they should understand the BIM execution planning process and learn the operation of the BIM software, including the modeling and BIM application processes. They can also make use of the opportunities of internship practice before the final semester to prepare a few sets of drawings that are suitable for modeling. These drawings usually include frame or shear-wall structures, with the overall elevations being not too high - usually below ten-stories. It is acceptable to have the drawings of the buildings with many standard levels. As PSB commented,

“The other BIM course design teams had already started a phase of modeling in November 2016. In addition, they seemed to have acquired BIM knowledge and software during their college days very well. Some teams completed the modeling stage by the end of December. During the winter break, they studied stage two of BIM applications from January to March. At the end of March, they submitted the second-phase modeling results. From April to May, they basically executed the application and improvement of various knowledge points according to the class schedule. In contract, our team couldn’t decide on the topic of course design until the end of last semester. Some software instructions were in English. We had to translate them into Chinese, which we did in the winter break. At the beginning of this semester, we undertook our graduation internships for more than a month, which delayed the start of the BIM design and modeling. When we were finally ready for the course, it was already the end of April, resulting in insufficient completion time and a hasty process. The preparation time
greatly affects the quality of the completed process. The more complete the preparation, the better the result of the assignment.”

(3) At the beginning of the course, students must determine a complete set of implementation-plans and division of labor. The plans should be completed before the start of BIM design and modeling through a development meeting, and according to the abilities of the individual team members. The division of tasks and arrangements include the key milestones to complete the tasks. The determination of task division and time arrangements relies on the learning outcomes of the modeling and other BIM software. As PSD comments,

“When using Luban® software to produce construction schedules, you can only make horizontal bar charts and output progress schedules, and cannot convert them into a time-scale network. Therefore, if you need time-marked network maps, you have to draw them manually. When you start the schedule, it is necessary to take into account the time to create the hand-drawn, time-scale, network map. You can use CAD® or Zebra Menglong® software to draw the map. CAD® requires a lot of time and can provide nice drawings. Menglong® is convenient to use, but the overall effect is not very good-looking.”

Also, as PSF commented,

“Time considerations are critical in a capstone course. There is no time to complete all the Project Planning modules. In the early stages of BIM implementation, we should determine our own implementation plan. Otherwise, it will affect the final results.”

(4) Strictly carrying out the formulated plan as far as possible. The team members carry forward the project together and encourage each other. During the project, the team needs full attendance and advances rapidly. If one or two individuals leave, it affects the other team members. As PSE commented,
“In reinforcement modeling, we can use floor copying functions. It is possible to divide the work into small tasks, finish individual parts first, and finally merge them together. The premise is that the basic points of individual parts are the same. Team members work together and they should discuss and communicate with each other in a timely manner, which can relieve many burdens and ensure the plan is well executed.”

PSB also commented that,

“The modeling process of the beam and slab reinforcement is affected by mistakes in the drawings and unclear labels which, in turn, affects the rationality and correctness of the model. Because of the tight schedule, our team immediately discussed these issues and determined the solutions to continue the work.”

(5) Learning modeling skills as early as possible. It takes to learn modeling through videos during the internship time. The videos are simple and easy to follow. However, a variety of small problems emerged in the actual operation. For example, it always fails to recognize imported drawings in the BIM software. Such additional issues might arise in the modeling processes as unrecognizable rebar symbols, different rebar symbols in CAD®, and unmatchable fonts in text displays. These issues need practical solutions that might not be fully automatic. As PSD commented,

“We failed to import the PDS files exported from the steel reinforcement models and civil models into Luban PE files or WORKS files. We were unable to contact the person in charge of the customer support in the Luban Software Company in time.”

According to PSF,

“The drawing lack information about the reinforcement at the junction of the primary and secondary beams. The first layer contradicts the plate thickness
and plate reinforcement instructions. For example, LB1 is 100, C8@200. But in the following description, the layer thicknesses are 180 and the reinforcement is double-layered.”

While PSG added that,

“Automatic checking cannot find some missing components. For example, there are doors and windows in this area in the drawing. If there are omissions, the doors or windows will be missing in the model that the software cannot check. So the modeler must be careful and avoid missing things. Problems must be checked and corrected carefully to avoid mistakes.”

Instructor Feedback

The course instructor also provided feedback on the observations of teaching and learning experiences. In the case study, EL also made a positive contribution to the development of the instructor. It enabled the instructor to connect the original experiences with the characteristics of new situations. The experience provided new meanings and promoted the instructor's cognitive development.

The course instructor suggested planning the teaching and learning process with students early in the project planning and execution of a capstone course. Student groups may wish to work with a professional BIM planning instructor or some students/groups who had worked on the similar project in the past. Nevertheless, the assignments in a capstone course do not usually relate to any current work that team members may have with the project. For example, the course instructor considered the implementation of BIM for multiple uses spanning across the planning, design, construction, and/or operational phases of the project lifecycle. When integrating BIM project planning into the course, the instructor should take into consideration that students lack the systematic knowledge and skills of BIM project execution planning.

In the case study, the overall learning attitude of students was very positive, which was an invaluable motivation for students to overcome many difficulties to learn new knowledge and skills of BIM project planning. However, for most students in the class, the course constituted a high-level strategy. The students needed time to familiarize
with the implementation of the strategy. There were time restrictions because of the need to complete in 10 weeks. Due to the learning barriers caused by time, the students had some worries and difficulties at the beginning of the course to progress the skills and information exchanges needed. This condition did not cause negative learning emotions and therefore did not hinder or inhibit student learning. The comprehensive and detailed course method presented in this paper helped students to overcome the obstacles.

In addition, the course instructor suggested paying attention to positioning the instructor’s role accurately in the project planning and execution of the course. The instructors need four basic abilities in the process, comprising experience, reflection, abstraction, and action (CE, RO, AC, AE) to make student-centered BIM project planning learning possible. Furthermore, to promote the instructors' experience of learning effectively, they need to learn from the establishment of the experiential environment, differences in learning styles, instructor interactions with the environment, and instructor introspection.

Moreover, instructors need to pay attention to the different learning styles of students in team learning. Students are from different families, have different personalities, and different levels of learning and cognitive abilities. Learning style and learning effect closely relate to the iterative learning cycle. For example, in the implementation the case study, the course instructor deliberated over the local teaching-learning context. This affected the design of the student group size. Some students may prefer to accept the guidelines from instructors in a passive way and don’t like to complete learning tasks through discussions and group work. This requires instructors to observe how to balance classroom teaching, student homework, and group presentations in the actual implementation processes.

Conclusions, Limitations, Further Research

The proposed framework applies experience learning to guide the implementation of a BIM Project Planning course for CECM education. This framework includes EL into the course curricula, which also highlights the formation of new knowledge combined with transforming experiences in engineering education. Overall, the study provides a theoretically grounded, empirically tested reference, and materials that can be adapted to other similar engineering courses with the expansion of EL.
The study indicates that, for CECM education, site experiences contribute significantly to the mastery of competencies in BIM education. The research further shows that project planning plays an important role in realizing the successful development of a BIM Project Planning course. In addition, it is possible that site experience may speed up the learning of process mapping. Further, it effectively strengthens the confidence to enrich the transition of students' experience into BIM skills and management. To a large extent, it also prepares a readiness and highlights the potential use the Kolb's EL in BIM project planning in teaching and learning tasks. In short, this capstone course helps students improve their experience learning style to develop communication procedures, technology, and quality control. It supports BIM Project Planning course implementation.

There are three limitations to consider in this research. First, although the research provides a sound reference, it has yet to be applied in other colleges and universities. It has been carried out with a single case from Chang'an University in China. Therefore, there is still much work to be done in future to test and develop the framework with a large-scale application. Secondly, due to the capstone course schedule and assigned students, the research includes only 10 BIM uses for project planning. There are 15 remaining BIM uses need to incorporate into the proposed pedagogy. In addition, the pedagogy should consider the student perceptions obtained, along with the cognitive and learning outcomes using Kolb’s EL. Instructors can consider to integrate other education contents from related curricula into BIM Project Planning capstone courses for CECM education. With experience learning, it is possible to make the contents adapted for a variety of engineering and even non-engineering disciplines. The third limitation is the lack of analysis of the learning outcomes of BIM project planning between Kolb’s EL with such other teaching pedagogies as outcome-based learning and problem-based learning. Further research is needed to compare the performance between the proposed framework and other learning styles within cohort groups. In future research, it may be helpful to use a qualitative model to analyze the reflections (i.e. NVIVO).
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Figure captions

Fig. 1. Proposed Framework of Designing Kolb's EL in a Capstone Course in CECM Education

Fig. 2. Site Visit before the Start of the Course

Fig. 3. Process Mapping of Level 1 for AE in the course

Fig. 4. Site Utilization Planning Deliverables

Fig. 5. 3D Model Deliverables